
Presenting the Innovative Rhino Bag

THE BIG BAG WITH BIG PERFORMANCE
AND EFFICIENCY FROM HILEX POLY.RHINO BAG.

SIZE. STRENGTH.
SAVINGS.

Employees are double bagging 

without realizing they’re also dou-

bling your front-end bag costs. As 

bags have gotten thinner and 

smaller, front end employees have 

lost confidence to fill them up. 

Checkout is the last chance to 

enhance your customer relation-

ships. Who wants a broken bag to 

cause problems!

What better reason to switch to the 

Rhino Bag from Hilex Poly. This 

thicker, bigger bag is designed to 

carry a full load of groceries.  Its 

2,500-cubic-inch size means more 

items per bag, no need to double 

bag, and ultimately fewer bags per 

customer.

The tough-as-nails Rhino Bag bag 

fits in standard bag racks and 

reduces overall bagging costs, 

keeping you competitive in your 

markets.

Better performing bags in your stores equal better 
performance on the balance sheet. 

Here’s what we’re talking about:

• 25-pound capacity means you get more carrying
   power, eliminating the need – and the inclination –
   to double bag.

• 2,500 cubic inches means more items per bag,
   fewer bags per customer. This keeps usage
   projections on target.

• Patented Hilex E-Z-Open® feature stops the need
   to “wrestle” with hard-to-open bags and speeds
   checkout time.

• Square bottom adds strength and stability,
   encouraging more efficient loading.

Designed and Tested Tough
The Rhino Bag was designed and tested 
at Hilex Poly’s performance laboratory.  

As the leader in bag innovation and volume 
production, we know how to build a bag.

Square bottom for 
strength and security

Unique square design 
allows more product, 
more efficient packing

RHINO BAG SPECIFICATIONS

Size  13” x 8” x 22”

Thickness  16 microns

Printing  Stock or Custom
  Allow six weeks for
  custom designs

Bags/Case  1,000

Case Cube  0.78

Cases/Pallet  60

Tie/High  12L x 5H

Pallet Cube  50.97

www.HilexPoly.com
843.857.4800

Hilex Poly Co., LLC
101 E. Carolina Avenue
Hartsville, South Carolina 29550

BETTER BAGS.
BETTER WORLD.

We encourage you to learn more about plastic bags and the environment by visiting: www.thetruthaboutplasticbags.com 

843.857.4800 Bagging & Film Solutions

Designed and Tested Tough
Hilex Poly is the leader in bag innovation and 
volume production.  We know how to build a bag!  

The Rhino Bag was designed and tested for strength 
and durability at our own performance laboratory.


